THE ESCAPOLOGIST
Andrew Basso
He is Italy's star escape artist and is fast becoming one of the world's favourite illusionists. His hero is Harry Houdini and his thrilling escapes take place under water, 150 feet in the air and everywhere in between. Explosives, water boxes, handcuffs, chains, padlocks, straightjackets, cars bursting into flames... his escapes place him within seconds of life and death and have audiences all over Europe and North America frozen in suspense and disbelief. You'll never catch The Escapologist.

The natural successor of the legendary Harry Houdini
Warsaw Voice

THE TRICKSTER
Jeff Hobson
He's the host of Las Vegas and is the epitome of glamour and showmanship. He leaves audiences laughing long after the curtain goes down. Don't be fooled by his innocent appearance. The Trickster will get you every time...!

Hobson steals the show like a slick bank robber.
New York Daily News

A whirlwind of fabulousness that simply cannot be contained.
Las Vegas Review Journal

THE GRAND ILLUSIONIST
Brett Daniels
He performs levitations, large scale illusions and is a master sleight of hand. He has sold out arena shows from Las Vegas to China and his TV appearances have been broadcast to over 1.3 billion people worldwide. He possesses the ability to manipulate matter and defy the laws of physics. See him do all this live at QPAC. Witness the impossible with The Grand Illusionist.

Let your eyes see. And your mind believe. Daniels is sensational.
Press of Atlantic City
THE INVENTOR
Kevin James
He is one of today's most ground breaking and innovative illusionists. His illusions and magic acts are also performed by other stars from David Copperfield to Nicholas Cage in the Hollywood film Adaptation. He is an inventor, comedian and collector of the strange and unusual... He believes he has a responsibility to remind people of that state of awe and wonder they felt as a child. Whether he's holding a rose or swinging a chain saw, anything is possible with The Inventor.

Kevin James is the most original magician I have ever seen and his illusions are spectacular.
Splash, Las Vegas

THE GENTLEMAN
Mark Kalin
Mark Kalin has been one of the most influential magicians of the past decade, bringing his fantastic illusions to casinos, performing arts centres, television shows and his own experimental theatre in Reno, Nevada, The Magic Underground.

As a young man, Mark's specialty was deception and sleight of hand, but as he grew so did his repertoire of illusions. Working with The Enchantress, Jinger Leigh, the duo became known for their fast, dramatic performances, including a number of daring effects with wild animals. The duo even achieved the largest stage illusion of all time, making an American Airlines Jumbo Jet disappear at the Hilton Reno.

Kalin & Jinger have made numerous television appearances including NBC’s World’s Greatest Magicians, Hidden Secrets of Magic, Fox Family’s Magic on the Edge as well as appearances on Entertainment Tonight, CBS and ABC. The duo has developed a reputation for an innovative blend of illusion and distinctive modern style.

In 1998 Kalin & Jinger were voted magic's highest honour, Magicians of the Year, by the prestigious Academy of Magical Arts--Hollywood's Magic Castle. The award recognized their unique achievements and charismatic performances.

THE ANTI-CONJUROR
Dan Sperry
He combines the art of magic with the bizarre and macabre. He's been described as Marilyn Manson meets David Copperfield and his motto is 'Magic no longer sucks'. He's performed at private parties for celebrities such as Johnny Depp and has over 5 million YouTube hits to his name. He was in the top ten most googled people after his legendary America’s Got Talent appearance. The Anti-Conjuror is not for the faint hearted. You've been warned...

Literally hair-raising.
Toronto Star

A wild ride!
Magic Magazine
THE ENCHANTRESS
Jinger Leigh

The unique blend of elegance and theatricality of Jinger Leigh has redefined the role of the magician. Being a modern witch in an ancient art, Jinger has captivated fans around the world. She began her career as a dancer when she was 15 and was soon started touring around America with Disney. She also toured with artists such as The Beach Boys, Tony Bennett and Cab Callaway. It was while working as a dancer in Guam that she met magician Mark Kalin (aka The Gentleman). The results were magical in every sense of the word, combining the art of dance with illusion to produce and perform unique illusions as part of the act Kalin and Jinger.